Reading Explorer 1
Vocabulary Words
Unit 1A
advantage, alike, assist, conversation, intelligent, method, smart, specific, strategy, system
Unit 1B
artist, creative, earn, encourage, gentle, huge, performance, popular, proper, trainer
Unit 2A
advice, ancient, challenge, eventual, goal, journey, modern, record, relax, route
Unit 2B
bravery, century, escape, extreme, familiar, hit, nation, native, religious, tie
Unit 3A
attitude, audience, background, belong, club, despite, dream of, female, issue, peace
Unit 3B
certain, concentrate, connection, damage, ignore, improve, normal, overall, sharp, skill
Unit 4A
allow, circle, contact, distance, entire, identify, message, powerful, search for, tool
Unit 4B
advance, benefit, independent, journey, medicine, mission, neighbor, spread out, surface, survive
Unit 5A
access, attract, especially, factor, influence, international, option, potential, predict, source
Unit 5B
common, crime, develop, model, move into, property, provide, receive, resident, separate
Unit 6A
cycle, discover, diversity, dramatic, energy, environment, maintain, process, species, team
Unit 6B
balance, cure, deadly, depend on, harmful, harmless, infection, invisible, lack of, restore
Unit 7A
climate, complete, fairly, giant, heavy, hunter, in reality, museum, physical, relative
Unit 7B
appearance, dig up, estimate, examine, extend, length, mystery, opinion, seek, terrible
Unit 8A
although, appropriate, collect, magical, memorize, primarily, publish, reflect, scary, text
Unit 8B
accidental, affect, deep, determined, hide, immediate, recognize, shock, sudden, youth

Unit 9A
illegal, law, locate, preserve, valuable, rare, weigh, treasure, collector, in demand
Unit 9B
destroy, middle, race, equipment, limit, majority, height, employed, capable, occupation
Unit 10A
accomplish, construction, network, currency, protect, expose, technique, reveal, apply, vivid
Unit 10B
timeless, confirm, ordinary, according to, involve, task, role, block, compete, proud
Unit 11A
average, freedom, equality, divide, income, steal, purchase, bury, factor, disease
Unit 11B
pretend, sail, shoot, avoid, terrorize, transfer, fearless, target, fail, respect
Unit 12A
prove, evidence, significant, achieve, path, section, doubtful, proceed, suffer, whatever
Unit 12B
approach, bright, shine, response, effort, flight, headed, crash, investigate, disappearance

